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APPARITION OF SAINT JOSEPH IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Today I want to introduce a Kingdom to you, a Kingdom that has always accompanied you from the
beginning of this evolutionary walk and although you have been on this walk for so long, very few
know it.

Today I want to introduce a Kingdom to you that remains on the planet, in the spiritual worlds,
where the eyes of matter do not see it, but hearts feel it.

The time has come for you to know this Kingdom upon which you have your feet, so that, the
moment it emerges like a seed of the New Humanity, like a door to the New Jerusalem, you can
recognize it and do not fear entering it.

Today I want to introduce a Kingdom to you where My Divine Consciousness dwells and also the
Universal Love of God; I want you to feel that love in your hearts, so that you dissolve all the fear
of knowing the truth about life on Earth.

This planet, just like your hearts and all of Creation, holds many mysteries within itself, many truths
that humanity has not known, because its eyes were in darkness, its minds in illusion, and its hearts
closed to the life of the spirit.

After so much time with your feet walking on sacred ground, the time has come for your spirits,
your souls and your consciousnesses to finally be able to enter into it; the time has come for the
planet, My children, to recognize that the sacred dwells within it, to recognize the grandeur of the
spiritual life held within it, and to awaken to that life, so that it does not only exist on the levels of
the spirit.

May this sacred life exist here, on the surface of the planet. May your feet not only be on sacred
ground, but may everything you touch, each space in which you live be sacred; may your beings
become sacred, may the sacred emerge in your essences, converting your spirits into that which the
Creator expects of each one of you.

You are My children, you are children of this Kingdom, and you must now truly become My
companions, whom I can count on to build the Divine Work in this place, and, responding to the
Will of God, I may send you to many other places of the world where the sacred also exists and
which humanity overlooks.

I want to awaken you so that you awaken others, and in this way, you create a network in the human
consciousness so that those who so much hope to, may find awakening and the meaning of their
lives.

Close your eyes and enter into this Kingdom that I am introducing to you today. Its temples are not
only for healing, but come to free you and awaken love for the Plan of God in you.
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Light the mirror of your own heart and unite it with the Mirrors of this Kingdom; in this way, that
which is purest within each of you will be able to be reflected in the Mirrors of this Kingdom for all
of humanity, and will be able to grow in your consciousnesses, so that each day you may become
greater servers of this Plan of Love.

This Kingdom has been waiting for you since the origin, because you made a commitment to God to
manifest it on the surface of the Earth. The children that live here today are those who will build the
New Jerusalem, that land that is not only a divine promise; it is a divine truth, a higher archetype
that is still waiting in the Celestial Kingdom to descend upon the planet. 

I do not come to convert your spirits into sacred spirits just so that you may know a little more
peace. I come, children, for a higher purpose, because for this sacred Kingdom to emerge, and for
the New Jerusalem to descend, your souls must be crystaline, your hearts pure and your spirits
awake to higher life. That life is not found beyond the stars; it is to be found within each one of you
and must emerge from within the planet to convert life on the surface of the Earth. With all this that
I am telling you, I open the door of this Kingdom for you so that you may finally enter and achieve
an awakening.

Many among those who are on this sacred ground are experiencing their last opportunity, because it
is a time to convert the errors of the past and awaken the heart for the manifestation of love and the
fulfilling of the Plan of God, beyond personal plans.

On the ground you touch and stand on, today place your plans, your goals, your aspirations and your
desires so that, with the radiation of My Hands, I can place in your essences the Divine Plan, the
goal of the Father for each one of you, the aspiration of the Creator for His creatures, which is so far
from all that you want for yourselves.

On this floor that you stand on, today place all material aspiration, all competition, all the need for
power, of conquest, because on this afternoon you will no longer conquer anything, but rather it will
be the Creator that, through the yielding of your spirits, will conquer your hearts, and will show
you, children, the great truth that He has aspired you to live from the beginning.

Enter into this Kingdom, through the doorways of redemption, without fear. Let your spirits be
welcomed by this Kingdom of love.

Here you will find brothers and sisters from yore that have accompanied you in the invisible of your
lives.

Here you will find the Divine Consciousness that made this His Kingdom, His home, so that He
could thus manifest His Plan on this planet.

The Consciousness of the Creator had one of His Faces descend to this home so that, in this way,
children, it may become even more sacred, and each day, the archetype of the new life, the new
humanity may emerge from it.

Enter into this Kingdom and allow yourselves to be healed. Let your spirits live redemption, and
with this symbolic step, attract many more souls, which are connected through the streams of life
and need you to take a step so that they too can enter into that school of love and of forgiveness.
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Contemplate the doors of this Kingdom today, and recognize that behind you, there is a very long
line of souls and spirits that cry out for redemption.

Take a step without fear and enter with your whole consciousness. Within this Kingdom,
contemplate its lakes of light, which are reflected in the mirrors of your hearts.

In this Kingdom, contemplate its gardens of healing, of rehabilitation, which lead you to peace and
unite you with the Heart of Mary, because you are deeply connected to Her Celestial Kingdom.

Contemplate its temples, enter them, feel the peace, the presence of the angels that accompany the
Creator in their new mission on Earth.

Feel, children, the liberation of your lives, of your hearts, and say 'yes' to God, and that you aspire
to accomplish His Plan.

Be ready of heart so that after being healed, you can serve and aid humanity, which will find a
doorway to liberation here, for the salvation of the Kingdoms of Nature, for the relief of the spirits
that suffered in wars, in the conflicts of this world and beyond it, because it is not only here that
wars exist; the whole universe experiences the duality that you face on this planet, and it is to
balance this universal duality that you come to the world to awaken unity and love in your hearts.

Thus, today I have your consciousnesses before an even greater mystery, which is to transcend your
lives, not only through the conversion of life on the planet, but through the life of the whole
universe, because even though you may not believe, the 'yes' of your hearts has repercussions in
each star that you see in the sky when the night falls. And in each of these stars, there are many eyes
that contemplate you, many hearts that wait for you to say 'yes' and to convert your lives into a
source of transformation for all of existence.

Enter this Kingdom and patiently endure your own purification, endure with gratitude the old
human that will be uprooted from your beings, the atavisms and the commitments with evil that you
were once able to make through ignorance and illusion.

Enter this Kingdom and do not resist, because its waters will wash your spirits and will renew you
so that you may accomplish the Plan of the Creator.

Today I place you before this mystery and I ask you, children, to simply contemplate it, to feel it,
and to not leave this place to simply experience just another day.

Leave this place with an aspiration, with the divine aspiration in your essences; leave this place with
the resolve to wake up to higher life, to not doubt the existence of a Greater Plan, which transcends
the mind and human understanding.

Leave here with the determination to know and to come to know your true origin; leave here with
the determination to be different, knowing that there is a truth that transcends all the teachings that
have already been transmitted to Earth, that even transcends the truths of the sacred books, because
they hide in the symbols of the words written there.

To seal your commitment to God and definitely unite you with this Kingdom, I will give you to
drink and to eat of one of the great universal mysteries, so that the conversion of these elements
may also convert your consciousnesses; and with this living mystery within you, you can unveil the
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mystery of your own existence and know that, in the same way that this bread is not just bread and
this wine is not just wine, you are not just what you see, the matter you seem to be, the emotions
that you feel, the thoughts you emit, but that a hidden truth exists, and it is there where the hope of
God rests.

Within this truth, this mystery, in the same way that you unveil the conversion of the bread and of
the wine, you will little by little unveil the conversion of matter into what it really is, and the
conversion of these houses into what they really are, the conversion of these valleys into what they
are, and the conversion of this world into what it should be.

Today you will commune with the codes of a new life. Today I place these elements in the hands of
those that guide you, that are responsible for this Kingdom both in matter and in spirit.

I place these elements into the hands of those that untiringly have served you since the beginning.
This is a Council that represents not only this Work, but also a large part of the Plan of God on
Earth.

With your hearts open, children, emanate gratitude to the Universe so that, in this way, you may
heal the past and prepare a life of greater companionship for these times.

The time has come for you to be companions not only of My Chaste Heart, of the Heart of Mary or
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, but that you be companions of those that guide you, so that in these
times, this Work may expand and the Plan of God can count on you to encompass more spaces on
the planet that are so in need; for it is not only here that there are souls that must awaken, because it
is not only those that watch us in their homes that must receive this life instruction. In each corner
of the planet, no matter how hidden or forgotten it is, there exists a heart that has a commitment to
God, and that commitment must be fulfilled.

By the authority that My Child gave Me and by the fatherhood that I once shared with God,
protecting the One Who descended from the universes to be the Son of Man, I bless and convert
these elements.

Together with the priests of this Kingdom that consecrate their lives to the invisible, that serve, that
pray, that contemplate and support the planet, may the elements be converted, so that your lives
may be converted, and you may go two by two, expanding the Plan of God on Earth.

Feel the Presence of the Most Holy Mary, so that Her Purity and Her Divine Consciousness, still not
understood by humanity, may touch your hearts and help you in the transformation and in the
consecration of your lives.

By the blessing of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, I convert these elements and I thank you.

Remain united with the Sacred Hearts, because a new cycle is rising and will expect from all a new
consciousness, a new awakening.

I thank you.

While the visionary Sister Lucía de Jesus transmitted the Words of Saint Joseph, the visionary Friar
Elías del Sagrado Corazón was receiving the Daily Message of the Virgin Mary, which, at the end
of the meeting of prayer, he shared with everybody.
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